Vision Objects is proud to announce the release of its brand new note
management application: MyScript Studio
Nantes, February 19, 2009. MyScript Studio is a new note management application developed by Vision Objects which
aims at helping people to store, find and share information.
The application detects and stores any note originating from a writing device as soon as it is connected to the computer.
Once the new “ink files” are detected, they are automatically available in a default folder. Users can then organize their
notes as well as in physical entities ( notebooks, binders, sheets, …) than using logical tags.
Provided with a unique and powerful search engine, MyScript Studio owners will be able to find any information they
are looking for in their handwritten notes in one simple click.
Vision Objects could have stopped here, but the company wished to provide the user with a an equaled product.
Thus, users can edit text : deleting information, removing unsightly corrections or adding text and shapes for instance.
Moreover, with MyScript Studio Notes Edition, people can convert their notes into digital text they can modify and send
via email or export into Word and other applications as plain text.
Vision Objects is dedicated to value handwritten documents. “Thanks to MyScript Studio, users of digital pens and
writing devices will value the time spent to write far beyond conversion to Text, and so will save precious time and
money, this application will quickly become for them an essential companion for the effective management of their
digital notes!”, said Jean‐Marc Aïchoun, VP Sales and Marketing at Vision Objects.
About Vision Objects
Vision Objects provides the industry standard in Handwriting Recognition Technology and Text Input Methods for pen‐based user
interfaces. Vision Objects’ ground‐breaking MyScript Technology reliably recognizes and converts handwriting into smart, valuable
and searchable digital information. MyScript is available in a wide range of languages addressing markets in the Americas, Europe
and Asia Pacific. MyScript is integrated into many existing systems for high level form processing, personal information
management, messaging, education and automotive applications. Vision Objects’ mission is to develop and market accurate and
high performance Handwriting Recognition & Understanding software for any platform using handwritten data entry through pen‐
based user interfaces such as Digital Pens, PDAs, Tablet PCs and Smartphones.
For more information, visit www.visionobjects.com
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